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Abstract
This article explores the intersection ofwork andnature in en-
vironmentalhistory,and it reflectsonpossiblenewpathsof in-
vestigation. More specifically, it focuses on physical labor
performed in agriculture and industry—especially in the last
two centuries—questioning how experiences in farming,
mining, and manufacturing historically have shaped the rela-
tionship between working-class people and their environ-
ments. Based on secondary literature in English, Italian, and
Portuguese, and on original research, the article proposes a
tentative interpretative framework for the environmental
history of work that incorporates analysis of the landscape
as evidence of past human labor, the workplace and its rela-
tionship with the local community, and working-class and
labor environmental activism. Ultimately, the article high-
lights the need to investigate the labor/environment dichot-
omy as a cultural and political construct and seeks to
contribute to the formulation of labor-friendly sustainability
policies.
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INTRODUCTION
In July 2012, an Italian court ordered the forced closure of the Ilva steel
plant in Taranto, the largest and one of the oldest such factories in
Europe, finding it guilty of serious violations of environmental regula-
tion and of causing what the court recognized as an environmental
andpublichealthdisaster. Immediately, the case spurredwideattention
from the national media, reporting on a long series of citizens’ protests
against thedecision.1There is no such thing as a safe environment/economy
relationship—Taranto’sprotesters seemed toargue—Working-class people
knowbetter, as occupational and environmental riskhavebeenpart andparcel
with their ownhistory for centuries. They havemade a living out of daily nego-
tiationswith all sorts of hazards andwith death itself. The idea of sustainabil-
ity is a typicallybourgeois pretension, an illusion invented toobscure the reality
of economic development in the industrial era. So, why and in the name of
what—they seemed to ask—should our entire mode of life and work be
destroyed? What will replace it? How can this new reality be worth our
sacrifice?
And yet, not all workers opposed the court’s decision. A number of

them instead protested against the company, the government, and
the municipality’s absurd decades-long silence in response to obvious
environmental and public health hazards. Together with a number of
other citizens’ organizations, these workers claim that working-class
people have a right to breathe clean air, drink clean water, and live in
a safe environment. They firmly contest the false dichotomy between
health and work, silently implying the sacrifice of the environment,
and call attention instead to the criminal responsibilities of the
company in disregarding environmental regulations.
Taranto’s dilemmaexemplifies a crucial issue involving thedefinition

of a possible transition to a more sustainable economy in a way that
could be acceptable to, even actively shaped by, workers and working-
class communities. Sustainability policies aimed at social justice must
be based on new and convincing forms of articulation between labor
and environmental issues. Environmental history can help in this en-
deavor by offering an informed and reflective view of the ways in
which the work/environment conflict has been historically shaped
and of how this conflict has in turn shaped the environment and
people’s lives.
Thisarticleoffersa tentative framework for suchanalysisbypointing to

three arenaswhere the connections betweenwork and environment can
be investigated. The first presents the landscape as reflective of past
human labor. The second examines the workplace and its relationship
with the local community. The third focuses on working-class and
labor environmental activism. The article builds on research developed
by both environmental historians and other scholars, referring to differ-
ent scholarly traditions and focusing mostly on three contexts: Italy,
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LatinAmerica (with special attention toBrazil), and theUnited States. By
bringing thesedisparate literatures intoa transnationaldialogue, I aim to
transcend the confines of national histories and historiographies in the
hope that these encounters will cross-fertilize the research field and
prompt new conversations on places and cultural contexts beyond
those discussed here.

SEEING LABOR THROUGH NATURE
Historical materialism is an excellent starting point for such reflection.
Marx andEngels viewed labor as part of nature, in that they sawworkers
as natural beings exercising their physical as well as mental abilities on
external nature. Labor and nature thus constituted each other in a dia-
lectical, metabolic relationship.2 The alienation of humans from labor
was part and parcel with their alienation from nature, a product of en-
closure and dispossession (so-called primitive accumulation) within
the capitalist system. Marx’s critique of capitalism is consistent with
an ecological critique: capital organized the exploitation of nature
(the natural conditions of production) through the exploitation of
human work—a view that passed on to the Frankfurt school and that
has also been shared by many environmental historians.3

This aspect of Marxian thought has influenced scholars interested in
developing a holistic approach to society–nature relationships. In his
1980 essay ”Ideas of Nature,” British literary critic Raymond Williams
criticized the triumphalist view of the Enlightenment and industrial
eras that asserted the separation of humans from the nonhuman
world. Williams argued instead that human and nonhuman nature
are inextricably linked through the labor process, stating, “We have
mixed our labour with the earth, our forces with its forces too deeply
to be able to draw back and separate either out.”4 More recently, eco-
Marxist scholar James O’Connor suggested that labor’s role in the
history of nature is that of a partner in a common story of domination
and exploitation. What nature and labor share, he argued, is their
being treated as commodities by the capitalist system. O’Connor
invited scholars to see the history of labor as an important component
of environmental history, noting that “the more that (human-
modified) nature is seen as the history of labor, property, exploitation,
and social struggle, the greater will be the chances of a sustainable,
equitable, and socially just future.”5

Similar views have been adopted in a number of environmental
history narratives. A notable example is Richard White’s 1995 essay
“Are You an Environmentalist or Do You Work for a Living?” There he
noted that two ideas were deeply rooted within US environmentalism:
first, that work is the main cause of environmental destruction, and,
second, thatanEdenic relationship (ofwhites)with theAmericanenvir-
onment had been possible at the time of first contact and was still
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possible to recapture. White argued that both ideas were rooted in
Judeo-Christianculture that viewed labor as originating in sin andcoin-
ciding with the expulsion from Eden, where nature is a garden and a
place of leisure, to Earth, where nature is degraded into a wilderness
and a place for sweat and fatigue. Contrary to this vision, White con-
tended that work—not leisure—is the experience historically most sig-
nificant to the human understanding of nature and that American
environmentalists need to see nature as a place for human work and
living. His study on the transformation of the Columbia River, The
OrganicMachine, appliedaviewof environmental change as a coproduc-
tion of humans and nature’s work.6

Along similar lines, Italian scholar PieroBevilacquaviewsnature as an
activehistorical agent, cooperatingwith labor in the creationofwealth.
His 1996 book Tra Natura e Storia (Between Nature and History) presented
anecological critiqueof classical economic thought, includingMarxian
political economy, centered on a labor theory of value, which he stated
was reducingnature to apassive object ofmanipulation. Such thinking,
Bevilacquaargued,negativelyaffectsourability to seenatureasanagent
other than society and with its own economy, and thus prevents a true
understanding of the interaction between the two. In his history of
modern Italy, Bevilacqua consistently describes nature as a partner
with labor in co-constituting landscapes and social formations. Tra
Natura e Storiadescribesvarious configurations that thework–nature re-
lationship had taken in the nineteenth-century Italian landscape, each
corresponding to different land property assets and agrarian labor rela-
tionships.7 In sodoing, Bevilacqua builds on a tradition of Italian schol-
arship that started with Emilio Sereni’s 1961 history of the Italian
agrarian landscape,Storiadel paesaggioagrario, awork thatenjoyed inter-
national resonance in its field.
Conceived as a counterpart to contemporary histories of the French

countrysidebyAnnales scholars andbasedonvisual representations (pri-
marily paintings andmaps), Sereni’s book convincingly showedhow the
evolutionofthe Italian landscapesincepre-Romantimeswas theresultof
the dynamic interactionof environmental conditions (climate, soil, alti-
tudes, etc.) with different forms of socially organized work. In Sereni’s
account, generations of Italians had reworked the landscape they had
inherited, with its resources and constraints, not only according to the
economic, political, technical, and cultural conditions of the time, but
also in accordance with a consciousness of the place, i.e., the aesthetic
perception and the knowledge that people gained of the place by living
andworkingon the land. In short, Serenihad adopted a viewof the land-
scape as “past human labor” incorporated into the soil.8

Although both Sereni and Bevilacqua can be considered Marxian his-
torians, such a view of the agrarian landscape is not peculiarly Marxian.
In fact, the perception of Italy as an “artificial homeland”—a land
made inhabitable through work—and of its landscape as an “immense
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repository of human labor,” was formulated in the mid-nineteenth
century by the agronomist Carlo Cattaneo, based on the historical
experienceofLombardy’sPoRiverplainandindialoguewithcontempor-
ary observations by the English agronomist Arthur Young.9 Nowhere
was such a view more convincing than in the case of bonifica agraria,
the drainage-and-improvement schemes repeatedly pursued since the
early modern era. The bonifica thoroughly reconfigured the penin-
sula—particularly the Po plain, Tuscany’s lowlands, the Pontine
Marshes, and large parts of the South—between the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries. Before (and even partly after) the introduction of
the steam-poweredpump,draining the landhad required long,painstak-
ing manual work carried on with buckets, shovels, and spades, with the
help of horses and mules. Thousands of laborers from throughout the
region worked in highly unhealthy conditions, waist-deep in water for
most of the time. Many were destined to get ill and even perish from
malaria, typhoid fever, or merely fatigue and malnourishment. The
history of the peninsula itself, its geomorphology, is thus profoundly
enmeshedwith that of the people who gave the land a new shape by op-
posing their bodily force to that of the current, struggling against gravity
and erosion, and finally reworking the course of its rivers.10

Whatmust be recalled, however, is that the bonifica hadmilitary over-
tones. The conquest to reclaim land fromwater entailedharsh discipline
and exploited profoundly unequal social relationships. Although
performed under different social configurations and political regimes
(from enlightened reformism to agrarian capitalism, fascist rule, and
postwar development politics), the bonifica always rested on one crucial
element of the Italian agrarian landscape: the abundance of cheap
labor, whether local or forcibly relocated from other regions. Bonifica
was thus synonymous with the power of redesigning nature by means
of controlling labor.11

Like the Italianbonifica landscape,butonamuchampler scale,Califor-
nia’smodernlandscapereflectshardworkperformedunderconditionsof
social domination, as both environmental and social historians have
shown.DonMitchell suggested thatCalifornia’s twentieth-century land-
scape is inseparable fromtheoversupplyof itinerant labor,whichwas so-
cially produced to make agriculture a highly profitable enterprise.12

Likewise, Douglas Sackman described California’s Orange Empire as a
form of “hegemony over people and places,” obtained not only by
recruiting its labor force from across the globe but also by extending its
sphere of influence through advertising. Its promotional language
created a vision of the citrus industry “as a spontaneous production of
Eden, bearing no traces of workmanship”—and especially of its
working and living conditions.13

The Edenic language can be used not only to conceal, but also to sub-
limatethehumanworkembeddedinlandscapes. InNopaı́sdasAmazonas
(In the Country of the Amazons, 1921), Portuguese director Silvino
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Santos portrayed the wonders of Amazonia as a frontier garden rich in
every kindofnaturalwealth anddiversity.Hedid sonot through the lan-
guage of aesthetic contemplation, but that of work. The film displays an
incessant movement of men, women, animals, and instruments in the
act of working and reworking the place. The connotation of such work
was largely positive. It was the ability of humans (both whites and
native peoples, although in different ways) to alternatively make use of
and contrast the forces of nature, typically exemplified by the currents
of the Amazon River, in order to extract its resources and carve a space
for themselves in the region. The film celebrated human work at the
same time and by the same means through which it celebrated nature.
Of course, Santos came after almost four centuries of European coloniza-
tion of the region; thus, what he filmed was not a “native” environ-
ment.14 Nevertheless, he demonstrated that even a quasi-wild and
diverse landscapesuchas theAmazoncouldbecelebratedasaco-product
of human and nature’s work.15

No paı́s das Amazonas provides us an organic appreciation of the
work–nature relationship, one that seems to contemplate the possibil-
ity of harmonious cooperation, of coproduction. It gives an image of
nature and human work as complementing each other: nature is not
an untamed wilderness, even though its forces, beauty, and wealth are
still unspoiled; work is not a destructive force, even though humans
are able to penetrate the jungle and get their hands on the incredible
richness that comes fromit. Perhaps suchvision isone typicalof frontier
landscapes in an early stage of exploitation (whennature still appears as
the ruler), and it serves toencouragehumansettlementandthebusiness
that goes with it. But visions such as this are destined to endure, even
when the landscapes and social relationships they represent have long
gone, as it is with the rubber industry that set the stage for large parts
of Santos’s movie and generously funded his enterprise. They express
an idea of harmony that overcomes classical dualisms of Western
culture between Eden and Earth, of nature as leisure versus nature as
sweat and fatigue, and so they function as what Carolyn Merchant
calls “recoverynarratives.”16Nopaı́s dasAmazonas represents a recovery
narrative of the Amazon in times of early frontier capitalism.
Of course, a goodenvironmental historynarrative canonly take this as

astartingpoint.Clearly,celebrationssuchasthatofSantos’smovieserved
toconceal theunequalandexploitative laborrelationshipsthatgoverned
the remaking of Amazonian landscapes, and of course what came to be
celebrated in the film is not nature per se but the resources it yielded to
human ingenuity and hard work. Furthermore, the work that features
in the movie as a co-protagonist with nature is that of racially discrimi-
nated migrant workers, debt peons, and enslaved indigenous people.
Blatant violations of human rights, mass deportations, and slaughter
were not uncommon—and they are still reported in some cases today—
as a means to coerce local labor, particularly that of indigenous
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populations who better knew the nature of the place, into working for
capitalist enterprises, both national and foreign, in the tropical environ-
ment.17 It isworth remembering that roughly thirty thousandPutumayo
peoplewere reported tohavediedwhileworking in rubber extraction for
the British-Peruvian Amazon Company of Júlio Cezar Araňa in the first
decade of the century.18Nopaı́s das Amazonaswas profoundly enmeshed
in those power relationships. In fact, Araňa funded Santos’s professional
film training and then hired him to produce a document that would
capture Araňa’s version of the story—one where labor and nature were
celebrated instead of annihilated.19 And yet the film does represent
human work as a co-constitutive element of the natural landscape, and
in so doing it gives us the opportunity to go beyond the misconceiving
and silencing of its own narrative to wonder what it truly meant to live
and work in the early twentieth-century Amazon.
Viewing landscapes as products of past human labor is a first, crucial

step for an environmental history of work. Raymond Williams noted
how “A considerable part of what we call natural landscape . . . is the
product of human design and human labour, and in admiring it as
natural it matters very much whether we suppress that fact of labour
or acknowledge it.”20 The extent to which labor is part of the landscape
varies with geography as much as with history. In any case, removing
the image of work from the landscape has produced the dominant
visionofnature in theWestern/industrial culture thathas led to roman-
tic views of “the environment” as something to be protected fromwork
and, therefore, fromworking-class people, even though environmental
historians and political ecologists have documented that private prop-
erty, the market, and state control, not labor, have been the main
forces behind resource exhaustion.21

Romanticizing people’s perceptions of and relationships to nature
through work is also problematic, as Thomas Andrews’s study of the
“workscape” of coal mining in Colorado exemplifies. As with the boni-
fica works of the Pontine marshes and elsewhere, Colorado’s coal
workers experienced a “cartographyof risk,” punctuatedwith explosive
gases, invisible coal dust, and falling rocks.That suchdangerwasa result
of complex combinations of social and natural forces—the political
economy of fossil fuels and of corporate mining, in this case—on
which individual workers had little control, also formed a crucial
common perception for Colorado colliers who developed intense and
radical forms of political mobilization in the attempt to turn that per-
ception into revolution.22

A similar story of political consciousness and revolutionary action
arising from the experience ofworking in dangerous extractive activities
is that told by Myrna Santiago on the oil fields of northern Veracruz,
where a violent remaking of environmental, working, and living condi-
tions produced what she called the “ecology of oil.” According to San-
tiago, the ecology of oil had come out of three interrelated processes,
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all together reconfiguring the relationships between nature, labor, and
social power in the local landscape: first, the dispossession of indigenous
communities andof local settlers-farmers; second,massive environmen-
tal alterations, including forest and river habitat destruction, in order to
make space for oil extraction operations; and third, the imposition of
new, racially discriminating, labor relationships. This triad of socioeco-
logical change was accomplished by the new liberal and probusiness
elite of the late nineteenth century, who shared with foreign investors
an ideology of progress based on the mastering of both labor and
nature. For Mexican manual workers and their families, who occupied
the bottom of the labor hierarchy, working and living in the Huasteca
oil fields becamea daily struggle against thehazards of theweather, trop-
icaldiseases,fire,andchemicalandbacterialcontamination.Lackingany
substantial protection, they suffered a heavy toll for the so-called devel-
opmentof theMexican oil industry. As a result, Santiagonotes, the land-
scape of Huasteca’s oil fields is literally lined with the corpses of racially
discriminated local workers buried alongside pipelines.23

But this is not the end of the story, because the same oil fields turned
Mexican workers into politically conscious and active citizens in the
form of “strikers, trouble-makers, risk takers and union men.”24

Mexican oil workers realized that property—that is, control over both
the landand the laborprocess—mattered indetermining the sustainabil-
ity of theirworkexperience in the tropical forest. In fact, Santiago argues,
the 1938 nationalization of the oil industry can be considered partly a
result of three decades of workers’ struggles for healthier and safer work
conditions. Unfortunately, they came to learn that states do not always
perform better than private industry in terms of environmental safety
and human health. Even though the publicly owned PEMEX made
notable improvements, including recognition of a number of occupa-
tional diseases, prevention trainings, and medical treatments, produc-
tion targets still remained more important than the preservation of
workers’ bodies or of the forest ecosystem. Moreover, the scaling up of
oil operations implied the extension of oil risk from mostly workers to
entire communities. Thus not much changed in terms of labor–nature
relationships, insofar as oil operations still rested on the destruction of
the ecosystem and the impairment of living conditions for human and
nonhuman life in the region.
In sum, thework–nature relationship that landscapes embody is cru-

ciallymediatedbysocial relations.Be it in Italy’sdrainage-improvement
schemes, in California’s agrarian landscape, in Colorado coalfields, or
the tropical “frontier,” controlling labor has created new socio-natural
orders that are profoundly unhealthy for both the land and the
people. Adaptation and cooperation with nature have been replaced
by attempts at domination and control, with often unwanted, unfore-
seen, and irreversible consequences. It is not work per se, therefore,
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but the socialmeaning and ends ofwork thatmake the difference in the
sustainability of society–nature relationships.

THE ECOLOGY OFWORKPLACE
AND COMMUNITY
Another important step in the environmental history of work comes
from placing the workplace center stage in our narratives and under-
standing it as an ecological system. This approach was suggested by
Arthur McEvoy in a 1995 article, noting that, from the vantage point
of the shop floor, “Ecology points to an analysis of health and safety
in terms of the interaction between a number of systems: the worker’s
body and its maintenance, the productive processes that draw on the
worker’s energy, and the law and ideology that guide them.” Not only
theworkplace, but alsoworkers’ bodies should thus fully enter environ-
mentalhistorynarrativesasmeta-textswhere thepolitical ecologyof in-
dustrial societies had been written.25

An important contribution in that sensewasgiven,again in theUnited
States, by Christopher Sellers’s Hazards of the Job, a work that marked a
turn in the literature by bridging the history of the workplace with that
of environmental science and environmentalism. The book showed
howUS and Europeanworkplaces had been important spaces for knowl-
edgeproductionabouthumanandenvironmentalhealthand forprofes-
sional coalitions pushing toward regulation of industrial hazards. Not
onlyhasworkbeenextracted fromworkers’bodies in thecourseof the in-
dustrial era, but so too has knowledge. The branch of medical science
known as industrial hygiene developed out of extracting information
from workers’ bodies and observing their reaction to a variety of risk
factors in the course of their work life. This kind of science evolved in
Europe and the United States between the last decade of the nineteenth
century and the first half of the twentieth, and it reached a wider signifi-
cance for the environmental movement through Rachel Carson’s Silent
Spring, which amply relied on research from physicians and industrial
hygienists. It was that science that first began to draw the boundaries
between normality and abnormality, acceptable and unacceptable
limits of exposure and contamination. The environmental movement
of the1960s, according toSellers, started fromthecriteria anddefinitions
central to industrial hygiene to attack pollution.26

Studies of different workplaces have depicted them as typically un-
healthy environments, where illness is normalized and workers bear
themarksof the“treadmillofproduction.”27Hereenvironmentalhistor-
ianshaveprofitablymetwithsocialhistoriansofmedicineandwithscho-
lars in occupational health, broadening the spectrum of possibilities for
interdisciplinary dialogue beyond that of the natural sciences.28 Work-
places, however, are far from being a typical subject of environmental
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history narratives, and especially so when it comes to industrial plants,
where environmental historians seem particularly reluctant to enter.
Yet the ecological dimension of modern industry is written in the flows
of toxins emanating from the workplace to the environment and the
human body through air, water, the biogeochemical cycles, and the
food chain. Before encountering the living environment outside, indus-
trial toxins meet workers’ bodies, which represent the biological dimen-
sionof the industrialworkplace.Historically, suchencounteringbetween
micro-particles andworkers’ bodies gave rise to important forms of polit-
ical and ecological consciousness, and to organized action.
A case in point is the story of labor environmentalism in Italy. Here, a

vision of ecology as having to do with the industrial manipulation of
nature and human labor became the theoretical basis for a consistent
wave of radical leftist environmentalism. In What Is Ecology: Capital,
Labor and the Environment, first published in 1977, scientist Laura Conti
posited organic chemistry and carcinogenic, mutagenic, and reproduct-
iveriskatthecenterofaplasticexplanationofecologyastheinterconnec-
tion of all living and nonlivingmatter. Conti’s definition of ecology was
verysimilar tothatofanotherscientistwhoconvincinglyarguedthatpet-
rochemicals pose a terrible menace to all living creatures including
humans: the American biologist Rachel Carson. Unlike Carson,
however, Conti was also a politician. She was an elected councilor for
the Communist Party in the Milan district between 1960 and 1970,
then in the Lombardia regional government between 1970 and 1980,
and a deputy in the national parliament from 1987 to 1992, where she
worked at the Agriculture Commission.29 She never disentangled her
commitment to environmental issues from her political engagement;
the two were linked in a unique vision of society–nature relationships.
In fact, she was the first in Italy to define political ecology as “the study
of how social relationships within the human species influence the
natural world and other species.”30

Conti, however,was not alone inher search for ecologicalMarxism in
Italy. In the fall of 1971, at its yearly cadres’ school in Frattocchie, the
Italian Communist Party held its first national meeting on the theme
“Man, nature, society,” emphasizing the need for the party to consider
the environment aworking-class priority.31 This opened the possibility
for a left-wing environmentalism to take form in the country. Legam-
biente, today a highly established environmental organization, arose
in 1979 as a subsection of the Communist Party’s cultural and recre-
ational activities, and Conti figured among its founding members.32

The rise of this Italian working-class environmentalism should be
understood within the context of two decades ofmassive industrializa-
tion and environmental transformation, at the end of which the coun-
try’s public opinion (not only the leftist one) was ready to acknowledge
the existence of an “environment” problem.33
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The event that marked the birth of a new ecological consciousness in
the Italian Leftwas the Seveso accident.On July 10, 1976, the explosion
of a chemical reactor at the ICMESA plant located near the town of
Seveso, in Lombardy, caused a cloud of dioxin to rise over the town
and its ruralhinterland, directly affecting apopulationof ten thousand.
Of all industrial disasters during the Italian economic boom, the one in
Seveso spurred thegreatest attentionon thepart of thegovernment and
thenational and internationalmedia, leading theEuropeanparliament
in 1982 to pass the first European Union law on industrial hazards,
known as the Seveso Directive. As a regional councilor, Laura Conti
found herself at the forefront of the battle for citizens’ “right to know”
and participative science that characterized the political relevance of
the accident.34

Conti’s battle for public access to information anddecisionmaking in
Seveso revealed one interesting aspect of the political definition of risk:
in explaining how the maximum acceptable concentration (MAC) of
dioxin had been established, government officials declared they had
relied on “US standards for farm work,” a statement for which Conti
could find no evidence despite great efforts.35 Along with other Italian
labor physicians, Conti accepted the idea of using MAC levels of
dioxin in occupational health science as a basis for delimiting Seveso’s
“unsafe zone” and especially for defining the cleanup operations. Un-
fortunately, thiswas not theposition adopted by the Italian authorities,
eitherat the localor thenational level.And,moreover, thiswasnotwhat
localpeoplewanted.Whether theyweremisinformedorgenuinelycon-
vinced that the risk was worth taking, Seveso residents wanted to stay
home as much as possible. More, they longed for reassuring answers
that spared them the painful choice of staying or leaving, having chil-
dren or aborting. They clearly manifested their attachment to the
place where they lived and worked, even though many of them were
only first-generation migrants to that place. The Seveso experience
added toConti’s vision of ecology a sense of the role of culture and sym-
bolicmeaning—places andpeople’s connection to themmustfind their
way into the science of ecology, she concluded.36

Seveso was a laboratory experience for what urban ecologist and com-
munistmilitantVirginioBettini termed“classecology,”anapproachthe-
orized in thecourseofcommunitymeetings featuring left-wingscientists
(Barry Commoner among them) that the communists organized in
Seveso with the intent of mobilizing local people against corporate and
government cover-up. The “class ecology” approachwas centered on in-
dustrial pollution as themost compelling and politically relevant aspect
of the environmental crisis and on working-class people as its primary
victims. Bettini claimed, “Society’s debt towards nature is a debt
towards the working class.”37 It is not clear, however, how far the
working class, and even the workers of the ICMESA plant, actively parti-
cipated in Seveso’s “popular scientific committees” organized by the
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communists, and on what positions. Despite their generous efforts at
helping local people to struggle for their rights (and not only for monet-
ary compensation), leftist activists in Seveso met with diffidence and
even open resistance, also significantly related to their proabortion
stance.38

Theproblemwiththe“classecology”approachwasthat,however ideo-
logically correct, itmetwith the unexpected opposition ofworking-class
people. As LauraConti came to realize, “Peoplehadnever beenput in the
condition tounderstand that, tohave ahealthy environment, it is neces-
sary to sacrifice something: everythinghas always beendone to getmore
salary, more cars, more highways, even—in the best cases—more hospi-
tals and schools, but almost nothing to get cleaner air, cleaner water,
safer food. At this point, why expect that all of a sudden the Brianzoli
[the people from Brianza, i.e., the Seveso area] recognize that living in a
healthy land is worth a mass exodus?” Conti directed her critique
againstherownparty,whichhadnevertakenarealstancetowardthepro-
tection of nature. She decried the stigmatization of Seveso residents as
“immature” or “stubborn” and concluded, “None of us has the right to
criticize the Brianzoli.”39

The story of Seveso holds many significant implications for environ-
mental historians. First, it tells us that a good environmental history of
work should take into account the workplace/community link. Not
only in the sense of the national community or of broader communities
such as those of parties and unions, but the local community, where
people have faces and names, are family or neighbors, and where they
share the same air, soil, and water. In other words, a good way of con-
necting work and environmental narratives is choosing working-class
communities—including the workplace, workers, their families and
neighbors, and the local landscape—as the subjects of our stories, for
here it is that all the complexities and contradictions of the work–
nature relationship come into play.
Second, working-class communities are far from being unified social

entities entirely corresponding to theoretical definitions of their class
identity, interests, andbehavior.Nordoesworking-class environmental
consciousness entirely coincide with the politics of Labor parties or
unions. Although the theoretical effort on the part of the Italian Left
to make the environmental question a class issue may sound correct,
the environmental consciousness of Seveso residents retained unex-
pected motivations, such as the attachment to the place and the
desire to preserve the local landscape as it was—contaminated by
some invisible chemical substance.
Other environmental history studies have made this point compara-

tively clear. In ChadMontrie’s To Save the Land and People, Appalachian
people opposed coal strip-mining, outraged by the devastation of the
land, the loss of resources such as soil, fish, and game, the peril of land-
slides, and the massive alteration of the local landscape. However,
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Montrie also shows how some of the conflict took place between deep
miners and surface miners, the first accusing the second of being outsi-
ders who did not care for the land they were ruining. The United Mine
Workers also took on an ambivalent position. It initially supported
the regulation of strip-mining because, unlike deep mining, it was a
largelynonunionizedactivity.Theunion,however,wasnotamonolith.
Different positions on the strip-mining controversy existed among
miners and union leaders and came out through internal conflict at dif-
ferent moments of the story. Labor was thus an active part in the strip-
mining controversy.40

The concept of “workscape,” as formulated by Thomas Andrews,
might prove an innovative instrument for investigating working
people’s environmental consciousness. One important aspect of that
concept, for example, is that of human–animal relationships. Be it
the rats befriended by Colorado colliers as daily companions in their
mining rooms and as living warning systems against imminent
danger, or themules they had as helpers andwithwhom they had to es-
tablish labor relationships based on a difficult mix of domination and
cooperation, or the seabirds with which Hawaiian guano workers
shared their own workscape, as shown by a recent article by Gregory
Rosenthal, animals have played an important role in humans’ relation-
ship tonature throughwork.41 In theSevesoaccident, aswell as in innu-
merable other cases of chemical or radioactive contamination, pets,
barn animals, birds, and other creatures that share their living space
with that of humans, are typically the first to present the effects of in-
toxication, thus signaling Rachel Carson’s message that the fates of
human and nonhuman beings are inextricably related through the
sharing of common life-supporting systems. More than that, they are
related through what eco-critic Stacy Alaimo calls transcorporeal
bonds, made of material, cultural, sentimental, and symbolic links
among which labor relationships should also figure.42

Andrew Hurley’s concept of environmental inequalities also helps to
elucidateworking-class connections to theenvironment. Inhisbookon
Gary, Indiana, Hurley offered a detailed and nuanced portrait of the
many peculiarities of working-class experiences of nature and of envir-
onmental change.43 Others have followed his lead, showing that
working-class communities elaborate particular ways of dealing with
the environment and with environmental change, mediated by their
labor and by the social relations of production that take shape in the
local space. These relationships generate unique forms of “ecological
consciousness” based on some combinationofwork experience and ex-
perience of place,mixedwith beliefs, traditions, and institutions of the
culture of which the workers are a part. Additional factors that may
affect workers’ ecological consciousness are related to personal identity
and life experience, such as gender, age, race/ethnicity, and family
history, to elements such as personal skills and one’s position in the
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local labor organization and employment status, or whether one lives,
or is born, in the place where he or she works.
Despitemany contingent, internal stratifications and differentiations,

however,working-class communitiesdo share commonexperiences and
often develop a strong sense of belonging and identity based on some
form of control over the work process, its social meaning, and its scope.
They thusdevelop their ownperceptionof thework/environment trade-
off that shapes their lives and the places in which they work and live.
Their ownbodies andmental capacities, aswell as those of their families,
are at stake in the continuous transformation of the local environment.
They feel partially responsible for such environmental change, viewing
it as a bargain they have tomake in exchange for survival. Such bargains
are often overly simplified as jobs versus nature, which obscures the
nature and the diversity of environmental activisms that develop from
working-class ecological consciousness.

WORKING-CLASS ENVIRONMENTALISM(S)
Tofindalternative answers to the false dilemmaof jobs versus the envir-
onment as played out in Taranto and elsewhere, we should start exam-
ining the many occasions in which working-class movements have
encountered environmental movements, generating various forms of
“labor environmentalism.” Although journeying through working-
class or labor environmentalism is quite uncommon for environmental
historians, there are places (both academic and physical) where this has
been done successfully, especially in the last decade. Undoubtedly, one
such place is the United States, where the picture of people’s environ-
mentalism, to use an expression from Chad Montrie’s recent book, is
nowarticulated andnuanced enough to give usmuchmaterial for com-
parative reflections.44Wewill describe a few examples of labor environ-
mentalism in Italy and in the Brazilian Amazon, highlighting
differences and similarities that speak to the possibility of a true dia-
logue among scholars of the work–environment connection.
Popular environmentalism in the United States has a long history, as

Richard Judd’s 1997 work on the origins of US conservation demon-
strates. Judd pointed to popular perceptions of nature by the “common
people” of New England as “neither conservationist nor anti-conserva-
tionist,” as we define these terms today, but as “a complicated mix of
Christian theology, practical wisdom, economic incentive and second-
hand natural history.” Without idealizing or romanticizing such
popular environmental culture, Judd’s work signaled the importance of
understanding the contribution it had given to environmental law and
policy, for “to ignore this perception, to wave it aside in the battle to
protect the environment . . . is to court disaster.”45 Similar insights can
be found in Gunther Peck’s 2006 article on labor in US environmental
history, which posed the question of how the experience of the
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commons in nature—and that of alienation—had shaped the history of
human work. Another important suggestion coming from the article
was that of looking at the forms of nature’s utopianism harnessed by
the British and North American labor movements since the early
modern period, in order “to make radical critiques of capitalism, land-
lordism, and slavery.”46 Lawrence Lipin’s study of the “progressive con-
servation” that came out of working-class environmental culture in
early twentieth-century Oregon and Chad Montrie’s Making a Living:
Work and Environment in the United States further reveal ways that
workers attempted tomitigate environmental decline.47

A number of authors also have addressed the relationship of labor
and leftist culturewith thenewenvironmentalismof thepostwar era, fo-
cusing on the contributions that unions and the labor movement in
general have made to environmentalism. According to Scott Dewey, it
was during the early postwar period that awareness of potential health
risks from pollution “became quite advanced in US working class
people in comparison to that of their fellow citizens.” During the
1950s, the United Auto Workers, through their president Walter
Reuther and vice president Olga Madar, pressed the government for the
regulation of gasoline emissions, even if this meant losing a number of
jobs. InMadar’s opinion, workers were first and foremost American citi-
zens and “neither theynor their childrendevelop any immunity to auto-
mobile exhaust pollutants or any other.”48 In the following two decades,
oil, chemical, atomic, steel, and farm workers’ unions coalesced with
some environmental organizations, leading to the passage of some
major pieces of environmental regulations, such as the Clean Air Act of
1970 and the CleanWater Act of 1972.
InForcing the Spring, RobertGottlieb showedhowthe roleofhealthpro-

fessionals, coming from the ranks of the student, feminist, environmen-
tal, and radical Left movements, was crucial in soliciting those reforms,
supporting the labor movement in their implementation and pushing
mainstream union organizations and their leaderships toward an
inclusion of environmental protection in their grievances. As a leader
of the Oil, Chemical, and Atomic Workers International Union, for
example, Anthony Mazzocchi was instrumental in the passage of the
Clean Air and CleanWater Acts. Likewise, Cesar Chavez and the United
Farm Workers first raised the issue of pesticide poisoning in the early
1960s as a unified struggle in defense of both workers’ and consumers’
health.49 As Robert Gordon argued, between the late 1960s and early
1980s, “workers, environmental activists, and union leaders across
the country concluded that the spread of hazardous substances in the
workplace and the spread of pollution in the environment represented
twoaspectsof the sameproblem,”and theculturalpremises fororganiza-
tional alliances between environmental and labor movements were
laid out.50
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The 1970s were a fruitful period for labor/environmental alliances in
the United States, as exemplified in the experience of the Environmen-
talists for Full Employment groups, the Urban Environmental Confer-
ence, and Ralph Nader’s and Barry Commoner’s networks, among
others. Nevertheless, according to Gottlieb, for environmental organi-
zations, workplace and social justice issues remained external to their
mission, just as the labormovement “remainedboundbyunionaccept-
ance of the structure of industry decision making.”51 Furthermore, as
Brian Obach has argued, the relationship between labor and the envir-
onmental movements grew more conflictual during the 1980s, as a
result of the political turnover of the Reagan era.52 At the grassroots
and local level, however, a number of cases have been documented in
which coalitions continued well into the 1980s and 1990s, extending
to the present.53 At that point, working-class environmentalism was
not just a matter of efforts at coalescing labor and environmental orga-
nizations, but it converged with grassroots and community struggles
put forward by what came to be known as the environmental justice
movement.
The environmental justicemovement in the United States defines the

environment as the place where “we live, work and play” (emphasis
added). In fact, as Robert Bullard pointed out in Dumping in Dixie, work
has been a potent mechanism of environmental injustice and racism,
considering that the most unhealthy low-paying jobs are those most
likely tobefilledbyAfricanAmericans andLatinos.Hewrote, “Requiring
people to choose between jobs or the environment is inherently unfair.
The solution to this dilemma lies in making workplaces safe for
workers.Anything shortof this goalplacesworkers at anunfairdisadvan-
tage.”54 Largely reputed as the founding text for environmental justice
studies and activism,Dumping inDixiewas built on anample recognition
of the importance of “job blackmail” as a structural cause for the produc-
tion of environmental injustice. Labor unions, however, rarely figure in
the book, as the leadership for environmental justice activism had evi-
dently shifted to different actors.
This move from union to community activism as the privileged

terrain where grassroots environmental struggles are fleshed out has
been interpreted in social science in termsof a shift from the conceptual
framework of “class” to that of “subalternity.”55 In the last decade, “en-
vironmental conflict” has become an important way to describe subal-
tern environmentalism or so-called environmentalism of the poor,
spurring a new array of social science research, also involving and intri-
guingenvironmentalhistorians.56Environmental justice, subalternen-
vironmentalism, environmentalism of the poor, and environmental
conflictarealluseful concepts tounderstandvarious typologiesof strug-
gles coming from working-class people and involving environmental
costs and benefits, both in the urban and in the rural space. These strug-
gles often contain an unobserved or undertheorized link between labor
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and environmental concerns. Most social science research on environ-
mental conflicts pays attention to community agency—sometimes as-
suming the term acritically—as opposed to government or corporate
agency, while overlooking the role that workers play in such conflicts,
or rather the relevance of work in mediating people’s understanding
of the environmental issues at stake. Paradoxically, work and its
complex relationship to environmental concerns is probably the less
known aspect of environmental justice struggles and of environmental
conflicts.
Andyetwork is andhasalwaysbeenrelevant to those struggles, for the

simple reason that “subaltern” people, racially discriminated people, or
“the poor” are typically also working-class people, that is, people who
occupy the lower ranks of the labor hierarchy, making a living out of
the most dangerous and most unhealthy jobs while also living in the
most polluted places. “In every way,” environmental sociologist
David Pellow has written, “the workplace is an environmental justice
issue.”57 In the United States as elsewhere, work has been a relevant
component of environmental justice struggles since the beginning
but in ways more complex and contradictory than expected. As
Pellow’s study of the garbage industry in Chicago demonstrated, for
example, recycling programs supported by environmentalists and
even environmental justice organizations often turn into extremely
hazardous jobs and labor-unfriendly policies, oppressive of workers’
rights and culture. Anti-unionism, in fact, features as a main driver of
the book’s narrative; unions only figure as either suppressed or absent
actors.58

Union activism, however, is not completely absent from environmen-
tal conflicts and justice, or from subaltern environmentalism. In some
cases, in fact, union organizations and individual leaders have played a
crucial role in defining the termsof the conflict and setting out thepossi-
bilities of change. To find what is probably themost compelling story of
labor environmentalism, one that reached and still holds global rele-
vance, we must once again turn to the Amazon region, particularly to
thestateofAcre,Brazil.Here, intheearly1980s,a landlessworkers’move-
ment for the protectionof the forest grewout of rubber tappers’ struggles
against powerful lumbering and ranching interests, and it led to the
passage of an important piece of legislation, the “extractive reserve” bill
of 1990.59 The “extractive reserve” idea represents a very interesting pos-
sibility to overcome the work/nature dichotomy typical of Western
culture. In fact, it is a goodmeansof overcoming theWest/non-West cul-
tural dichotomy itself, for it is inspired, on one hand, by indigenous
people’s relationship with the land and, on the other hand, by the 1988
Brazilian Constitution that acknowledges and protects “traditional”
populations’ rights to their ancestral lands. The extractive reserve idea
put together the defense of different noncapitalist forms of the work–
nature relationship: collective use rights (as opposed to individual
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property rights); land-basedcultural identityand livelihoods (asopposed
to forest encroachment and forced evictions); and wild-fruit gathering
and biodiversity conservation (as opposed tomonoculture and resource
exploitation). In all cases, the forest gets to be preservednot as a place for
leisure or for scientific investigation, but as a place for working and
living—indeed, as what allows the local human communities to
survive and maintain their culture. Be they indigenous or caboclos, the
extractivistas (rubber tappers but also wild fruit gatherers and fishers) are
those who actively protect the forest from encroachment and destruc-
tion; the forest needs those people asmuchas the peopleneed the forest.
According to anthropologist Mary Allegretti, the rubber tappers’

movement can be considered a new social movement, in the sense
that it encompassed objectives of different nature, at once social, eco-
nomic, cultural, and environmental, linked together by a coherent
worldviewandpolitical project. Their actions span fromprimaryeduca-
tion and adult literacy to biodiversity conservation, from access to live-
lihood resources to the protection of cultural identity, from health to
transportation means. Taken together, all these things were aimed at
allowing people to survive and even thrive in the forest environment.
Moreover, the seringueiros adopted innovative forms of both organiza-
tion and struggle. The most typical was the empate (first occurred in
1976), an action in which men, women, and children “would stand
unarmed in the way of tree cutters and their equipment, blocking the
destruction and appealing personally to the peons as people of the
same social class.” As BiornMaybury-Lewiswrites, “Itwas anonviolent,
communitarian, educational, and consciousness-raising approach to
struggle, where all involved on both sides went away thinking that
‘this is different, this is special.’”60

However, like older social movements (and particularly those involv-
ing labor), the seringueiroshad to confront the violence of police repres-
sion and assassinations of union activists. Among movement leaders
who came to be prosecuted under national security law were Ignacio
Lula da Silva (future president of Brazil, then leader of themetalworkers
union) and Francisco “Chico”Mendes, a local leader of the Sindicato dos
Trabalhadores Rurais and founder of a national rubber tappers’ council.
Mendes was assassinated in 1988, and his death came to have a large
international resonance that served to push the Brazilian government
to pass the “extractive reserve” project into law. The principle of
nature conservation through sustainable use on the part of local popu-
lationswas then recognized at the global level through the Internation-
al Convention on Biodiversity of 1992. This represented the highest
acknowledgment, for environmental policies, of the “past human
labor” that is embodied in landscapes and, at the same time, of the pos-
sibility that a more sustainable future rests on the human ability of
“saving” nature through work.
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In other cases, however, labor unions have maintained a muchmore
detached attitude toward environmental issues or evenopenlyopposed
grassroots environmental action at the local level. Still, this has not
impeded workers’ environmental activism. The Italian case is signifi-
cant in this respect. Several important trial cases against large polluting
companies, especially in the petrochemical and asbestos sectors, have
beenbrought forward in the last forty years stemming fromoccupation-
al health grievances.61 Typically, those struggles have been based on
“popular epidemiology” studies, collecting evidence about work-
related cases of cancer among the laborers of those industries, but
they have then become class actions—one might say “working-class
actions”—involving workers’ families and larger communities, includ-
ing the neighborhoods around those factories, the urban population
affected by air, water, and soil pollution, local fishing, sports, and envir-
onmental associations, women’s organizations, and health profes-
sionals. Italian unions have followed a historical pattern somewhat
similar to thathighlighted for theUnitedStates: theyhave strongly sup-
ported environmental regulation, especially in the industrial sector
during the 1960s and early 1970s, while adopting a much more reduc-
tive approach to workers’ grievances during the economic recession of
the late 1970s. In some cases, local unions have even aggressively boy-
cotted environmental justice actions, practicing various forms of ostra-
cism toward those members who supported them. Like the one taking
place in Taranto today, those struggles have incorporated all the dilem-
mas and contradictions typical of the work–environment relationship
in industrial societies, which makes them all the more interesting.

CONCLUSIONS
Like so many other working-class communities, Taranto’s workers seem
to perceive the environmental discourse as something alien to their
world, not because they despise it (who is not an environmentalist, now-
adays?), but simply because this is a choice that is not offered to them.
Their democratic options and the exercise of their citizenship rights
seem in fact to be limited by the position they occupy within the indus-
trial order. In short, theydonot seemtohavea right tobeenvironmental-
ists. Yetenvironmentalhistoriesofworking-classpeople andmovements
seem to contradict commonsense assumptions about thework/environ-
ment conflict. Be it in the oil fields of the Huasteca or in the Amazon
forest, in the Italian “industrial triangle” or in themountains of Appala-
chia, working-class communities, union leaders, and individual workers
havebeenhistorical subjectsendowedwithecologicalconsciousnessand
agency as advocates for environmental health and conservation. Their
environmentalism, when and where this has taken an organized form,
is simply different from that of the metropolitan middle class and of all
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those social groups whose subsistence does not depend on any specific
agro-industrial activity.
Perhaps the answer to the work/environment dilemma may come

from recent discourses of just transition, pointing at the injustice of
shifting the cost of environmental cleanups on labor and invoking
the right to compensation and the right to voice—that is, to self-
determination on the part of working-class communities—as regards
the shift to an environmentally sustainable economy.62 In order to
build “just transition” policies, however, a first step is recognizing the
historical role of work as the single most important interface between
society and nature, and of working-class people as possible subjects of
a more inclusive vision of how to “save the environment.”
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